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RECOIL PROPTIES OF FISSION PRODUCTS 

John.M. Alexander and M. Frances .GadLki:: 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

March 1960 

ABSTRACT 

• The range and relative rates of energy loss in Al and Au have been 

measured radiochemically for five products from thermal-neutron-induced fission 

of U235 . Range-velocity relationships for the median light product of fission 

and the median heavy product have been obtained from these measurements and 

other workers' energy-loss data. The relation of range (R) to energy (E) or 

velocity (v) can be fitted to functions of the form .R = kV- or R 
We have assumed that these functional forms can be applie.d to fission products 

of any mass. The constants K and . were determined from values of the range 

and kinetic energy for products of high yield. The values of these .constants 

have been extrapolated to products of low yield. We have estimated kiretic 

energies, heretofore unmeasured, from the ranges of low-yield products. 

We have interpreted certain radiochemical observations in terms of the 

average component of the range perpendicular to the original velocity. The 

value of this component in Au has been estimated to be about one-fifth the 

total range. 
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for the latter type of experiment. However, the interpretation of these experi-

ments requires i.nforniat.io,n about the form of the angular distribution and the 

nature of the stopping process. 

From the measurements reported here and elsewhere516  we have constructed 

curves of the range in Al and - Au as a function of the mass number of the recoil-

ing fission product. These curves define quite accurately the ranges of the 

median light and heavy products0 (By, ' Tmedian product Tt  is meant that fraent 

that is the median of all the light fission.products or all the heavy fission 

products.) we normalize the available energy-loss data for median light and 

heavy products to the range vlues. This combination of informntion provides 

rangeelocity curves for the median light and heavy products. Similar curves 

are proposed for all fission products. Finally, we estimate the kinetic energies 

of products of low yield from their range-. 

EXPERIMENTiL PROCEDURE 

We have made radiochemical measurements of the range of Sr 
89 

, Ag 
ill  ,Cd115

, 

1131, and  Bal from thermal-neutron fission of.U 235  by the thin-.target-thic1-

catcher technique originated by Douthett and Templeton. 1  The target diagram is 

sho in Fig 1 A thin layer of U235  was sprayed on 0 00025-in Al foil 17 

The mass of U 
235 per unit area was determined by measuring the alpha radiafi on 

per unit area. The target and several catcher foils (Al and Au) were stacked 

as shon in Fig. 1, and clamped between two pieces of cardboard. The target 

assembly was irradiaad in the thermal column of the LTR reactor at -Livermore 

for several days with a flux of about 5 x 10 neutrons/cm sec. 
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Recoil catcherfoils 

GuardBlank3A 2A IA 	lB 2B 3B 4B BlankGuard 

235 
U 	layer 

MU —19554 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the foil stack. A thin layer of 
fissile material was supported on the surface of 
catcher lÀ. Space between the foils is only for 
clarity of the drawing; during the irradiation the 
foils were in contact. In Tables I and III are 
given the types and thicknesses of the catcher foils. 
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Commercially rolled Al (99.5% Al) foils of about 0.00025 inch were wiped 

with a lint_fiee: tissue and cut into squares of 1O26 1cm2  in area with .a stainiess 

steel template. A very smooth central region of about 36 in. 2 was fOund in all 

Al sheets. All squares cut from this central region of a given Al sheet had 

weights uniform within at least 0.5%. Commercially available Au foil was not 

so uniform, and therefore more uniform Au foils were prepared by evaporation. 

Commercial Au foil was used for all catchers except lB (Fig. i) because the 

thickness of these foils was not critical for the range measurement. 

After irradiation, the foils were separated and dissOlved in. HC1 and H 202 . 

The target layer was included with the catcher designated lA. Iodine carrier was 

always present during the dissolution if iodine was to be separated.. Standard 

radiochernical procedures vexe used.18  Chemical yields were determined by weighing 

before counting and checked by another analysis, after counting. ThesC two 

analyses had an average deviation of about 1%,. Counting was done with P propor-

toaal counters or with an integral y counter. All, samples of the same element 

from a given experiment were counted simultaneously on several Pcounters in 

rotating fashion, in order to determine the relative activities as accurately 

as possible. The chemical yields were so .sini±l.'r (usually constant to 10%) that 

counting-efficiency corrections were in. general negligible. The y radiat ion from 

131 	140 	 . 	 .' 
I 	and Be 	were also counted on a I'TaI scintillation detecto.r sensitive to 

all photons with energy greater than about 60 key. 

ML'.:TSIS OF 'EERIMEJffAL RESULTS 

In this section a number of experxnental observations, are presented. In 

Part 'A the observations are used to deduce range values in Al, and the effect 

of the target layer is discussed. In Part B evidence is presented which 
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indicates that the recoil paths of,the products in.Au deviate considerably from 

.a straight line. Range values in Au are obtained with .ceitain assumtions con-

cerning the nature of the scattering. Finally, in.P.art P wereport experimental 

quantities pertinent to the relative stopping po:wer of Al andAu. 

A. Range Measurernents in Al 

The experimental observations for those .eperiments in which only Al 

catchers were used. are presented in Table I. Column .i gives the fission 

product studied, and column 2 the experiment number. Columns 3-8 give for 

each catcher foil the designation, the thickness, and .the fraction ,pf the 

total atoms in question that stopped in that foil.. The last column gives 

the mass of.U235  per unit area of the fissile layer. 

In these experiments the .fissile nucleus is essentially at rest and the 

angular distrIbution of the products is isotropic. Let Ft denote the fraction 

of the recoils of a specific product that pass through a catcher of thickness 

.t from a thin target of thickness W. Then 

(i) 

where l/R denote.s the average reciprocal range of the product in the catching 

foil. The derivation of this equation (see Appendix) require.s the app'oxima-

tion that the rate of velocity loss in the target layer, - (f), be proportional 
to the rate of velocity los.s in the .catcher foil, (i): 

 
dV 	-=c. 	 . 	 (2) 
dx 	dR 
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Table I.. . Experiments with Al catchers. 
Fraction of activity observed for the various catchers 

Catchers .  2 (mg/cm
)  

. 	
)

2 
1\Tumber. substance, thickness (mg/cm 

235 3A 2A 1A+tgt lB 2B 3B U 
Fission .Expt. Al -Al Al Al Al Al in the 
product no. 1.92 1.92 1.923 1.923 1.92 1.92 .target 

1 .O0261 0.2287 0.2501 0.2396 .0.2318 0.0234 0.062 

gr8  2 0.0215. .0.2378 0,2100 ,0,2 1 1 1  ,a a 0.122 

Ag111 
. 	 3 0,2264 0.2816 0.2739 0.2181 . 	 0.4045 

Ag111  .2 0.2083 0.2908 0.2873 0.2136 04122 

Ag111 4 0,1882 0.358 .0.2971 .0.1888 .0.368 

131 . r. 0.209 .0,28 1 9 O295 0.2139 j... 	 . .00I5 

1131 2 ., 0.1990 0.3060 0.2983 0.1967 0.122 

i131 
. 0.1779 0.334 ..3128 0.1750 0.368 

Ba0 1 061703 . 	 0,3319 0.3231 0.1665 0.062 

Ba0 2 0.1602 0.3437 0.3312 	. .0.1617 0.122 

aThese smp1es were lost;, theifore the total activity was obtained .ith the 

assumption ..2A+3A  ...2B+3B 
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This is possibly not a good approximation .f.or those recoils which are .appre-

ciably slowed down in the target, • Therefore only Ft values with .t >.cW. have 

been used to deduce range values. 

In order to obtain range values from the observed quantities given in 

Table I. the value of c must be determiped. From.Eq. (1) it is clear that 

(=- 

:The1u:e of() was determiedfor Ba0,Il31, and Ag111  by a least-squares 

fit to the data of Table I.(see Fig. 2). Values of c and.R for these products 

were obtained from Eqs. (1) and(3). The values of .c that resulted were 

essentially the same for these three products. Thus the assumption is made 

that .c is independent of fission product and the :average value of 1.4 

(mg of Al/rngbf U 5  in the target) was used for all range determiflations. 

The composition of the target layer is expected to be UO8 . A crude 

estimate of •c may be made with the assumption that 
dV a M~

1/ 2
(cm3/mg s:ec) 

where M denotes the mass number of the stopping material. The value of c so 

estimated is about 1/2 (mg of Al/mg of U 235 in the target); this is about one-

third the observed value. A similar effect was observed by Douthett and 

Templeton, who suggested that inhomogeneities in the target layer might in- 

1 
crease the effective target thickness. 	The presence of water molecules or 

foreign matter in the target would also. tend to increase the magnitude of c, 

but It is difficult to explain this large differnce between the esim.ated and 

observed values. 

The observations ,  in Table I have been ana1ye:d by 'means of Eq. (1) to give 

ranges in.Al. The ranges are listed in Table II. 'The first clumn gives the 
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0.23 
CP 

0.22 

-c 
17, 0.21 
0 

-C 

10.20  

o.019 
4- 

> 
0.18 

a 
0 
c 0.17 
0 
4-. 
C-, 
0 

KC Ba140 

X  AgIll 

1 131 

0 	0.1 	0.2 	0.3 	0.4 

W (mg/cm
2 235  
U ) 

MU —19555 

Fig. 2. Least-squares fit to linear dependence of Ft  on 
W, the mass of U235  per unit area of the target 
layer. The ratio of initial rate of velocity loss. 
in the target to that in Al was determined for 
Ag111, 1131,  and Ba10. 

Ag 
ill  
11 : c = 1.5 (least squares 

IlQ:  c = 1.14. (least squares 
Ba 	: c = 1.5 
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fission product and the last the experiment number. Columns 2-li. give the range 

values esulting from the fraction of the total aetivity observed in the catcher 

or catchers designated. 

B. Range Measurements in Au and the Problem of Scattering 

The experimental observations for those experiments in which both Al and 

Au catcher foils were used are presented in Table III. Column 1 gives the 

particular fission product observed. Columns 2-8 give the designation of each 

catcher foiL, its thickness and type, ard t1E fraction of the total activity 

observed in that foil. Column 9 gives an estimate of the fraction of the 

activity retained by the target layer, Fw, namely 

Fw = .cW/2R. 	
(4) 

If Eq. (l)is. a good approximation for t .= 0, Eq. (ii-) should give a. good 

approximation to F. 

From the data in Table 1 we can evaluate Ffor Experiments 1-li. by sub-

tracting the fraction .observed in Catcher lB from. that in 1A plus target In 

general, the.se  measured values of Fw  are les.s than cW/2R. There is poor re-

producibility of the ratio of Fw to cW/2R, which may be due to diffusion or 

scattering effects or.' 1rub-off"of .some of the target layer on the lB foil. 

In any case Eq. (ii-) certainly gives an..upper limit to the activity retained by 

the target. The target layers were so thin inExperiments 5-8 that uncertain-

ties in Fw  are not very important in the range determinations. 

If each fission product traveled along a straight path we would.expect the 

sum of the fractions observed in the A foils to be one-half the total activity 

increased by 1/2..F. . ,Howvér, from the first nine column.s in .TabJe III we note 
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Table II. Results of experiments, with Al catchers. 
Range values(mg/cm 2  Al) calculated from the Ft values observed in a various catchr.s 

Fission Catchers . Experiment 
product 	. .3A 2A+3A 2B+3B 3B number 

1.02 <4.08b 

Ll8 . 2 

Ag . 3.57 3.17 3 

Ag111  3.5 .3.51 2 

Ag111  3.52 3.52 . 	 1. 

1131 . 37 1.42 3 

1131 3.3• 3.32 .2 

1131 3 337 

B °  . 2.99 2.95 S 

-Ba 
140 2.96 .2.98 2 

Thes.e values were calculated from Eq. . (1), 

cW
21  R .=l 

taking .c .= 1. 	(mg of Al/mg of U235 ) for all cases.. 

bThe values .frorr .catchers 3A and 3B of Experiment 1 were omitted in calculating 

the average range because of possible violation of the straggling .rquirement. 

In Experiment 2 experimental errors were evidently greater than the straggling 

perturbation. 



Catcher, thickness (mg/cm), substance 
Experiment 5 

3A 2A 1A+tgt. lBa 2B 3B 
1.626 1.626 1.626 4.876  1.056 1.036 1.002 
Al Al Al Au Al Al Al 

.1020 .2110 .2258 .1645 .1466 .1278 .0224 

.0384 	.2263 	.2662 
	

1444 	.0973 <.002 	.0073 

Fission 
pro duct 

r89 

Ag 111 d 

Fraction 
backscattered 

.0357 

0272 

TargEt b 
0.035 

U235  

.0062 
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Table III. Experiments with Au and Al catchers. 
Fraction of.activity observed in the various catchers 

Cd115 
d  

.0200 .2320 .2715 .1518 .0787 <.002 .0077 .0196 

l3l d 
.0218 .2331 .2824 .1559 .0834 <.002 .006 .0335 

Ba0 <.002 .2261 .3074 .2556 	.1611 .096  <.0004 0086 .0292 	- 
Experiment 6 Tar et F b 3A .2A lA+tgt. lB 	23 3B 	. hiB o 

Fission 1.626 1.626 1.626 1.953 	1.053 1.0lt.l 1.031 235  
Fraction 

product Al Al Al Au 	Al Al Al U backscattered 

.1026 .2008 .2301 .1700 	.1463 .1300 .0203 .0030 .0320 

Agm d .0377 .2288 .2633 ,1 1 83 .0989 e .0035 .0281. 

131 d .0213 .2355  .2834 .152 .837 <.0004 .0037 .0385 

Ba0 <.0006 .2250 .3117 .2583 	.1588 .o162 <.0001 .002 .0346 
Experiment Tar et b 3A 2A 1A+tgt. lB plus. 2B . 3B 

Fission 1,628 1,628 1.625 1,986 	1 6650  1,650 235 
Fraction 

product Al Al Al Au 	Al Al . U backscttered 

r8  .1032 .1910 .2209 .2778 .2012 .0020 .0171 

Cd115  .0211 .2321 .2785 .3398 .1285 .0024 .0305 

.Ba10 .002 .2233 .3023 .3698 .1021 .0027 .0266 
Experiment 8 . Tar et g 

3A 2A lA+tgt. lB 	2B 3B b 

Fission 4.622 4.717 1.626 4.971 	4.97o 4.758 :235 Fraction 

product Au Au Al Au 	Au Au U backscattered 

a0 .0055 .2117 .3135 .2690 	.1961 .0013 .0037 .0319 
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Table III (cant t d.) 

The Au foil was prepared by evaporation, its uniformity checked by cutting 

small squares from various parts of the foil. Activation of impurities in the 

Au was checked in Ecperiments 7 and 8, and found to be negligible. 

bThe activity retained in the target was taken to be (cW/2RA1) from the data in 

Table V and c = 1.1 (mg of Al/mg of U 235 ). The range values are not very 

sensitive to this correction because the targets were quite thin. 

CThe fraction of the total activity in the A foils in excess of one-half plus 

1/2 Fwas attributed to backscattering from the Au.. The quantity Fb is 

defined as the net fraction backscatte.red. Fb = sum of fractions in foils 

designated byA - 1/2 F - 1/2. 

No observation was made of lB in these cases. The total activity was cal-

culated from the activity observed in catchers 2A-i-3A and the average range 

value reported in Table V (see Eq. (1)). 

e.Some activity of long half life was observed in this foil, which prevented 

111 
setting a limit on the Ag 	activity. 
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• 	that in each case the foils designated by A have a larger fraction of the 

total activity than one-half plus 1/2 Fw. We attribute this excess activity 

to backscattering from the Au into the Al, and designate the net fraction 

hackscattered by Fb. The values of Fb are given in the final column of Table 

III. 

Bohr has presented a qualitative theory of the stopping of fission frag- 

ments. 19  The theory predicts that the major mechanism of energy loss at the 

end of the range is nuclear collisions, whereas the initial energy degradation 

is mainly by ionization. inthe ionization region very small angular deflections 

and small range straggling are expected. However, in the nuclear-stopping 

region, larger deflections and the major contribution to the range straggling 

are expected. Fission-fragment tracks in photographic emulsiona 2°  and cloud 

21  chambers bear out the theory with respect to angular deflections. The 

recoiling product is thus expected to move straight initially and to suffer 

deflections as it approaches the end of the range. Let us define the vectors 

p as the average component of range along the original directioli.df mOtion and 

A. 
q as the average component of-the range perpendicular to the original direction 

of motion. We assume that the effect is as if each fission product recoilsa 

distance p and then moves a distance q. (see the Appendix.) 

Equation (1) does not take account of the angular deflection. This effect 

can be included by allowing q to be equally probable at all azimuthal angles. 

In the Appendix we derive the relations 

[(q

)Au 

- (!~ 
1. Y 
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7 	
2 	 2 

Al'Au 	- •• 	+ 	- .(-) - 	]AU + 	
, ( 6) 

where A1FAu denotes the fraction of the activity passing through an Au catcher 

of thickness t into an Al catcher, and t' is the effective catcher thickness, 

cW 
t 

The derivation of Eq. (5) does not require the assumption that the recoil 

path coincides with p and q. Only the effect of recoils crossing the interface 

more than once has been ignored. However, Eq. (6) deçends on the assumptions 

that the recoil path coincides with p and q on the average and that 

The error due to these approximations is difficult to evaluate, but is not expected 

to be large. 

Equations (i), (5), and (6) have been used to analyze the experimental ob-

servations in Table III, and the results of this analysis are iresented in Table 

IV. The first two columns of Table IV give the particular fission product and 

the experiment number. Column 3 gives the range in Al from Eq. (1); column i-i-

gives the quantity () 	- () 	from Eq. (5); and column 5 gives the range in 
Al 

Au from experiments 5 and 6 using Eq. (6), and from experiment 8 usingEq. (i). 

	

The values of I(q/R ) 	- (JR) 1  estimated from Eq. (5) and the measured 

quantitYF are quite large. In addition to the Pb values from experiments 5 

and 6 there are two other experimental observations consistent with la.g values 

89 
of (QJR)A. The first is the F value of 0.017, observed for sr. in experinent 

7, compared with 0.034  in experiments 5 and 6. The thickness of the Au catcher 

.(1B) in experiment 7 was less than q u  for 	which was estimated fromEq. 

(5) and experiments 5 and 6. Thus from this analysis of the scattering a lower 

89. 
Fb is expected for Sr 8  in experimentL7, ge condl, :.thJ 	 :b 

observed in catcher 2A of experiments 5, 6, and 7 is slightly greater than that 
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Table IV.. Results of experiments with Al and Au catchers 

R W  - (i') RAu 
Fission Experiment AlA1 

Al (mg/cm ) product number (mg/cm ) Au 

r8  5 4 .12 a  0.22 10.7 

6 4. ,
a 

0.20 10.8 

.r89 7 .11a . 

Ag111 . 	 5 0.17 .8.8 

Ag 1  6 . 0.18 9.1 

Cd115  5 	
. 3•36b 

0.12 8.6 

Cd115  7 331 0.19 

131 
5 . 0.21 8.6 

6 . 0.24 8.6 

Bal0 	 5 	 3.01 	 0.18 	.. 	7.9 

Ba 	 6 	 298 	 0.22 	. 	 7.9 

Ba10 	 7 	 2.98 	 0,17 

Ba0 	 . 	 0.20 	 8.26 

aThese values were calculated from the fraction of activity observed in 

3A (See Table III). Ranges for Sr 8  calculated from the fraction in .2A 

were about 3% smaller; this is att±ibuted to backscattered recoils. This 

effect is.assumed to be negligible for the - other products. 

bThi value was calculated from the ratio of the fraction in3A to the 

fraction in 2A relative to i131 . Straggling effects were assumed to be 

identical. 	. 

CThe scattering corrections made (seeEqs. (.5) and (6))by using the average 

value of Fb and the assumption q 
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expected from the range in.A1 deduced from all the other observations. This 

is probably due to a very small contribution from recoils scattered in the Au 

catcher (lB) which have enough energy to pass through catcher lA. 

In a completely different experimental arrangement Coffin and Halpern 

have observed a group of recoiling fission products with about one-fifth the 

.8 
usual range. 	They interpreted this finding as due to recoiling products 

scattered in their target layer. This result also indicate.s that large 

angular deflections are important in the stopping process, and, in fact, 

suggests a value of about on.e•-fifthfor (QjR) in their target material. 

We have evaluated..the range in Au with the assumption that q >> 

(Eq. (6)). Theserange values should probably be considered lower limits 

because if q is not negligible with respect to qAu  the range values obtained 
Al 

from q. (25) (see the Appendix) are larger than those listed. For example, if 

(qJR) = 	 the range values (from Eq. (25))  are about 5% greater than
Au  

those obtained from-Eq. (6). The measurement of the range of Ba 	in 

experiment 8 compared to experiments 5 and 6 gives an estimate of the error 

140 
due to this effect. The range value for Ba 	as determined from experiment 8 

and Eq. (1) is about 3% greater than the values from experiments 5 and 6 and 

Eq. (6). Therefore we estimate that errors in RA from Eq. (6) are about -.1% 

to +li-%. 

The average range values determined in this work are given in Table V. 

The number of products studied in this work and in earlier experiments elsewhere 

is certainly riot very large. However, it is possible to construct a somewhat 

fragmentary range-mass curve. The ratios of range values reported by Finkle 

and co-workars1  are much more accurate than the absolute values. We have 
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Table V. 	Average range values 

Range Range. 
Fission in Al . 	in Au 

2 . 2 
(mg/cm ) 

 R
Al 	Au puct (mg/cm ) 

r8 1.12±0.02a lo.8 a 0382 

Sr91 
 

4.02 

A8111  3.51±0.02 9.0 0.390 

Cd 5  3.33±O.o4  8.6 0387 

131 337±0.02 8.6 0.392 

Ba0 2.98±0.01 8.0 0.373 

The quoted errors are the standard deviation of the 

mean. 	The ranges in Au probably have systematic errors 

of about -1% to •+)-i-% because of scattering phenomena. 
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therefore normalized those measurements to ours nd have dram ,a smooth •curve 

in Fig. 3. This curve allows a fairly accurate interpolation to mass numbers 

near those of the products studied in this work. We consider that therange of 

the median light and heavy fission products can be taken from this curve with 

an accuracy of approximately 1.5%. Also in Fig. 3 we have shown the kinetic 

energy data as a function of mass number of the fission product. 12  

The ratio of range in Al to range in Au appears to be slightly dependent 

on the mass of the product, as shown in Fig, 1 

C. Relative Stopping Effectiveness of.Au and Al 

From the radiochemicl data one can evaluate the ratio of range in .Al to 

range in Au and the relative rates of velocity loss in Al and Au. Let us de-

note by FA+AJ the fraction of the recoils of a given product which pass throig h 

both an Au foil (of thickness tA)  and an Al foil (of thickness tAl). If the 

fissiOn products are emitted isotropically, as is the case in these experiments, 

we have 

FAA1 = 1/2(1 - 	max 	 (7) 

The •Q 	value derived from this measurement ofF 	represents the angle 
max 	 Au+A1 

made by a fission product that penetrates a thickness of Au given by 

Tt /cos Q 	and has a residual range in Al given by BR . t /cos - 
-Au 	Au 	max 	 - 	 Al 	Al 	max 

Thus a thickness of Au given by tA has a.stopping effect equivalent to a thik- 

ness -of -Al given by RA1 - RlAI. Also a product that has a residual range in Al 

of-BR would have a r-eidual range In-Au of R - T . 
Al 	 Au 	Au 

In Table -VI we have - listed the measured quantities pertinent to relative 

stopping effectiveess of Al and Au. The first two columns give the fission 
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Fig. 3. Range in Al and.kinetic energy of products from 
fission of U235 induced by thermal-neutron irradia-
tion. The experimental range values are designated 
as follows: The circles from this work; the triangles 
from reference 15;  and the squares from reference 16, 
normalized to theae results by the factor 1.084. 
The diamonds show the kinetic energy of the products 
as taken from reference 12. 
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product and experiment number. Columns 3 and 1i- give the measured quantities 

TA .and 
Al 
 In the last column is given the velocity corresponding to the 

value of RRA1. This elo,city was estimated from the empirical.rangevelocity 

parameters A1 that are presented in the next section (Eq. (8) and Fig. 14), 

From the data .iven in Tab1esV and VI we can sketch the velocity depend-

ence of the ratio of range in Al. t.o range in Au (R/RAu  - TAU) or RA1/RA. 

This dependence is plotted in Fig. 5. That velocity was taken which corresponds 

to the value of 11Al Similar behavior for all products is indicated in Fig. 

5. As the velocity is .decreased to about 0.7(Mev/ucleon)1/2 the ratio of 

range in.Al to range inAu seems to be almost constant. Further decrease in 

the velocity resultS in.a sharp increas.e in this ratio. Further decrease in 

the velocity results ina sharp increase in this ratio. Also included in 

Fig. 5 are two values 22  of fRAl/RAu for 
I 

At 203 . The velocity of the At 203  atoms 

is much less than that of the fission products reported in this work, but the 

range ratio is quite consistent with the trend of these values. 

Another way of comparing the stopping in Al and Au is to sketch the ratio 

of .the quantity AV/R for Al to that for Au as a function of velocity. These 

ratios are shown in Fig. 6. From the values of R, T, and.R we have calculated 

the thickness of Al which is equivalent to a certain thickness of Au. For 

instance, in the iitial, degradation a thickness HA1 - Al is equivalent to 

If two measurements ofT and BR were made, then a thickness of Al 
Au 	 Au 	Al 

given by the difference of RRA1  values is equivalent.to  •a thickness of Au given 

bythe difference of TA values. For simplicity-we have plotted these ratios 

of Al thickness to equivalant Au thickness E.v/)AU/v/)Al] at •a velocity 

which is the average of the velocity at entrance and the final velocity in the 
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Table VI. Quantities pertinent to relative stopping power of Au and Al 

T 
Au 

iR v( 	)a 
Al Fission 

product 
Experiment 
number 

2 
(mg/cm )Au 

Al2  
(mg/cm )Al 

1 2 
.(Mev/nucleon) 

Sr8  5 7.08 1.51 0.723 

r8  6 7.11  1.51 0.723 

r8  7 3.10 2.79 1.093 

Ag 5 6.15 1 .31  0.563 

AglU 6 6.22 1.31 0.563 

Cd115  5.88 i. 0.53 

Cd 5  7 2.71 2.22 o.804 

1131 5 5.95 1.27 o.481 

131 6 5.99 1.26 o.I81 

Ba10 	 5.50 	 1.17 	 0i58 

Ba10 	 6 	 5.50 	 1.16 	 0. 1 55 

Ba' ° 	 7 	 2.53 	 2.07 	 0.08 

aThe velocities corresponding to BRA1 were taken from Eq. (8) andFig. 11. 
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region in question. For example, the ratio R_RR/TAu is plotted at a 

velocity which is the average of the velocity corresponding to RA1  and that 

corresponding to BRA1. The range-velocity relationships presented in the next 

section were used (Eq. (8) and Fig. iii-). 

For all products the ratio (v/)A/(v/R)Al .app.ears .to show. similar 

	

9 	115 	10 behavior. In those cases (Sr , Cd 	, Ba 	) in which three measurements 

were made there is a minimum in .(AV/R)A /(4V/R)Al  at a velocity of about 0.6 

(Mev/nucleon) 1/2. 

A comparison of these measurements with theory requires a detailed treat-

mént of electronic.stopping at low velocities. Also required is a knowledge 

of nuclear stopping for cases in which the mass of the stopping atoms is some-

w1at greater than the mass of the recoils. We are unaware of a theory that 

adequately treats these aspects of the stopping process. 

RA1'IGE.ENERGy CURVES 

	

Energy-loss measurements13 	have been made for the median light and 

median heavy fission products from therma.lneutron-induced fission of U 235 . 

The masses of the median light and .median heavy products (94.7 and 13848) were 

obtained from the. initial velocities and the relationships VH/VL = ML/'H .nnd 

ML + MH = 233.5. Ranges in.Al and Au f or products of these masses were .taken 

from the smooth curves shown in.Figs. 3 and 4 Also the corresponding ranges 

in air can be obtained from Reference 11. The range values for Pu 239  fission 

products in air must be corrected .for the small,.difference in..k±netic energy 12  

of the products .from the fission of Pu 239  and U235 . 	. . 
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The .energy-loas or velocity-loss measurements have been normalized to the 

total range valuels, and the result,s are summarized in ,able VII and .Fig 7-10. 

The first two columns in .,Table.VII give the energy and corresponding velocity 

of the median .lighU.and heavy products; the n:ext two columns the absorber 

thickness and corresponding residual range.. 

The .radiochem±cal measurements of T and BR- have been used to estimate •Au 	Al 

ranges in Au and the corresponding velocities,. These estimates were made as 

follows. For -each measurement of.FA+M the quantities ER/RAl and TA/RA 

were calculated and plotted in Fig. 11 against the mass of the fission .product 
From this graph we have interpolated to the median light and heavy fission products 
Thus we have determined values of .a thickness of -Au that corresponds to a 

certain residual. range in Al.. The velocity .correspoding to this iesidual 

range in Al has been estimated from the range-velocity data in Al as given in 

the first part of Table -VII and in Fig, 7. . Figures 7-9 show the range in Al, 

air, and -Au as a functIon of velocity. Figure .7. also shows that the .rang-

velocity infornton for .Al from Table VI is consistent with measurements of 

another type, the range of Tb 
149  from nuclear reactions induced by heavy ions. 22 

For Al and air an equation of the form 

	

= k-V 
	

(8) 

(where k.and A depend.on both the fission.product and.the stping material) 

can fit the ,result.s rather accurately. over .Vite -a wIde range. For Au this 

equation appears to give a .ft that is more limited, .but.the data scatter 

considerably. 

Figure 10 show.s log R plotted as .a ,furct ion of log E for median light and 

heavy products. The smooth curves were simply drawn by eye. An .equa.tion of the 

form 

	

,R=KE 	 (9) 
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Table VII. 	Range-energy data for median light and median heavy fission products 

Median light product, A .= 94.7 Median heavy product,.A .= 138..8 
Velocity Absorber  Residual Velocity Absorber 	Residual 

Energy (Mev per1 2 
range2  Energy (Mev per1 2 	range2 

(Mev) nucleon) (mg/cm ) (mg/cm ) Ref.  (Mev) nucleon)/) (mg/cm ) 	Ref,  

-; 
..., .. 	. A1umini 

98.7 111.11.4 0 4.00 a,b 67.5 0.986 .0. 303 	a,b 

59.8 1.12 11. 1.06 2,911. .b 30.0 0,658 	. 1.06 - 	1.97 

40. 11. 0.92 11. .1.82 .2,18 b 17,6 0,5011. 1,82 1,21 

223 .0.687 .2.5 1,5 

96.4 0 .c 65.6 	. 0 - 

Gold 

98.7 1.444 0 10..4 a,b 675 0.986 .0 . 	8.0 a,'b 

62.0 1.11  3.29 7.1 .b 3305 0.695 329 1,7 

37.1 0.889 5,15 5 ,1  19.2 0 , 526 5.15 2.9 b 

79. 1.29 0:61 9.8 d 57.5 .0.91 0.61 7.1 •d 

57. 1.10 2.20 8.2 d .38.5 0,74 2.20 5,8 d 

0.93 3.80 6.6 d 27.5 0.63 3.80 4.2 

17. 0.60 8.35 .2.1 d 36.0. 0.72 2.5 .5 , 5 e 

53.2 1.06 3.3 7.1 e 153 .0.47 5.5 2.5 a 

21.9 0.68 6,9 3 , 5 e . 

6,13 0.36 9,4 .1.0 f 

Air 

98.7 1.4J 0 3.02 g,d 67.5 0.986 0 2.29 g,d 

93.2 1,11.0 0,142 2,88 d 60,5 0.93 0,142 .2,1.5 d 

84.8 1.34 0,2811. .2.74 d 54. 0.88 0.2811. 2.01 d 

73.6 1,25 0.556 2.11.6 d 15, 0.80 0.556 1.73 d 

59. 1.12 0,899 2.12 .d 33. 0.69 0, 899 1,39 d 

11.9 1.02 1,19 1.83 ,d .25. 0,60 1,19 1,10 d 

42. 0.94 1.37 1,65 .d 20, ,0.51 1.37 .0,92 d 

32. 0.82 	. .1.71 .1,31 d 

22. 0.68 2.16 0,86 d 
a 
See Figs. 	3 and Ii-. 	

b  ..Reference 13. 
. 	. 
Reference .12. 	.eference 14, 

eThS work (see Fig.7 and 11). 	Reference 15. gBeference 11, 
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Fig. 7. Range-velocity curve ifl.A1 for the median light 
(open points) and heavy (closed points) fission 
products. The range for points designated by a 
is from this work. The initial velocity and 
velocity-loss data are from reference 13. The 
squares are from the measured range of 
recoils (formed in nuclear reactions, reference 
22) converted to the ñiêdian heavy fragment.of the 
same velocity. 
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Fig. 8. Range-velocity curves in air for the median 
light (open points) and heavy (closed points) 
fission products. The range for points designated 

a is from reference 11 (corrected from Pu 39  to 
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	 U' 35  fission). Thevelocity-loss data are from 
reference 14. 
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Fig. 9. Range-velocity curves in Au for the median light 
(open points) and heavy (closed points) fission 
products. The squares are from this work (Fig. 11 
and Fig. 7), the triangles from reference 13, the 
circles from reference lIi., and the diamond from 
reference 15 and Fig. 7. The range for the points 
designated by a is from this work. 
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Fig. 10. Log range-log energy curves for the median hvy 
fission product A and median light product B. The 
smooth curves, were drawn by eye. A function of the 
form R=KE' gives an adequate fit for the initial part 
of the range with the indicated value of a. Closed 
points are from radiochemical measurements of the 
range. Open circles'are from reference 14; triangles 
are from reference 13. The total range in Ni ( 0) 
was estimated in a crude way as described in the 
text. Thus the curve for Ni (---') should be taken 
as only a rough approximation. 
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('where .K and a.depend on..both the fission product and the stopping material) can 

given an .a'deuate fit from the initial energy to about one-half the initial 

energy. The value of a is in.. every case about 2/3. . The total range in. Ni was 

crudely estimated with the assumption that R/M'2  is constan.t (M is the atomic 

weight of the stopping material). 

There are rather large discrepancies in the energy-loss. measuremens for 

the light fragment n.Au, as shown in..Figs. 9 and.lO. Our measurements and. 

l4 those by Fulmer were both calibrated by comparison to the energy-loss data in 

13 
Al from Leach,man and Schmitt 	The agreement between the radiochemical 

measurements.and . Fulmer ts is satisfactory for the heavy fragment, but rather 

poor for the light...fra,nent. We cbnsidex the.ra.diochemi;cal measurements to be 

more accurate and have thus weighted them more hea?vily  in diawing the smooth 

curves in Figs. 9 and 10. Also,.a smaller di.screpancy exists between the radio-

chemical results and time-of-flight measurements. for 1.29 mg/cm2  Au absorber 

(the triangle.s which correspond .to .a range of .7.1. mg/cm Au for the light 

.fragment'and 4.7 mg/cm2  Au for the heavy fragment). The radiochemical results 

indicate that the range-energy 'curves in Al and Au are very nearly proportional 

to each other forthe.initial part of the  range, but the proportionality does 

not hold at low velocities (see Fig. 5)..) 

Estimation of Kinetic Energieq.from Range Measurements 

Range measurements which employ radiochemical techniques, enable the experi- - 

menter to make observations with excellent mass resolution.. This is a very 

important feature when one is interested in t4,e properties of 'products with very 

low yield. In Fig. 3 it is seen that .range measurements from .U 35  fission have 
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been made in 	
111 	115

.Al for the products Ag 	and Cd , for which there is no direct 

measurement' of the kinetic energy0 Similarly for Pii 9 , range datare available. 

for the products Br8 , Pd 12 , Th117 , and..Eu157 , for which no kinetic energy 

measurements have been made. 11  In FIg. 12 the kinetic energy measurements for 

Pu239  fission12 	
11 

are shown along with the range •dta. 	The similarity 'of .the 

dependence of range and energy on mass as seen in Figs. 3 and 12 are ifldicative 

of .a regular dependence of the range energy relationships on the mass of the 

ftssion product.0 

We assume that Eqs. (8) and (9) may be generalized to all fission products. 

Each.of these equations has two pa'ameters. We have estimated one parameter from 

•the range-energy curves for the medan light and heavy products0 The other, para-

meter was determined from the total range and the initial energy measurements. 

The values of k.were :assumed to be linear functions of nass and were interpolated 

irom.the median lightan.d heavy producte Then, the L va1ues were.calculate'd from 

the ranges in Fig, .3 and the initial energies) 2  Bimilarly, awas taken to be 

2/3 in every caae and .K was ôalcula.ted. The parameters. A and .K are shown :as a 

function of.mass in..Figs. .13-15. If we assume that these parameters are smooth 

functions of mass we can .extrapo]ate and interpolate to the.Thgons of low.fission 

yields. Thus from the range measurements we can estimate kinetic energies. 

Energy estimates from the two functional forms (Eqs. (8) and.(9)) agree to about 

.0.5 Mev except for Br 8  in the fission of Pu 239 . In this case  .a kinetic energy 

of 105 Mev Na's 'estimated from Eq. (9) and 110 Mev from.Eq. (8). This difference 

reflects uncertainty In the extrapolation of the range-energy parameters.. 

The energies are .shom in Fig. 16 as a function of mass for fission of 'U 235  

239 	 11 
andPu 	As was proposed by Katcoff, Miskel, and.Stan,le.y there.appears to 
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Fig. 12. Range in air and kinetic energy of products 
from fission of Pu 239  induced by thermal-neutron 
irradiation. The range measurements 0 are from 
reference 11 and the kinetic energy measurements 

are from reference 12. 
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Fig. 13. The constant N ir  in the relation Rajr = kair 
VLjr calculated from the initial energy (reference 
12) and the total range (reference 11). The value 
Of kair was taken to be 5.4IxlO3 A+2.253 [velocity 
in units of (Mev/nucleon)i 2  and range in mg/cm 2  air]. 
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Fig. lii-. The constant Ll in the relation RA1 = kAl V- 1  
calculated from the initial energy (reference 12) 
and the total range. The value of kM was taken to 
be 2.84xlO 3  Ai-3.206 [velocity in units of (Mev/ 
nucleon) 1 / 2  and range in mg/cni 2  Al]. 0 Range values 
from this work. Range values from reference 15. 
D Range values from reference 16 normalized to 
this work. 
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Fig. 16. The kinetic energy of the fission products. 
The solid curves are taken from reference 12, and 
the points from range measurements and Eqs. (8) aid 

(9). The circles are for Pu239  fission and were 
obtained from range measurements of reference 11. 
The squares are for U235  and were obtained from 
range measurements of this work. 
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be less kinetic energy released in symmetric fission than in salgljt4.asymmetric 

fission. The sum of the kinetic energies of the synnnetric products is about 

235 
30Mev less than that of theslightlyaaymetrc products for fissiOn of 

and about 20 Mev less for Pu 239 . This effect may be the result of an irregular-

ity in the range-energy parameters, but we consider it unlikely that there is 

an ir±'egularity of this magnitude. This kinetic-energy deficit must be made 

up by unusually high excitation energies for the symmetric fragments or by the 

emission of particles or photons at the instant of fission. 

It is possible that a particles emitted in fission may give rise to this 

kinetic energy deficit for near-symmetric products. Dr. Wladyslaw Swiatecki 

has made some very intereSting observations on this subject, and .the ideas in 

the discussion of this point are essentially due to him. The yield of a. 

particles in thermaineutron-induced fission of U25  is about 0.3% ss compard 

with a fission yield of about0.Ol% for a.typical product of symmetric fission, 

sayCd115 . From Fig. 16 it appears that a deficit in kinetic enErgy of the 

products is present over a region of about 30 mass numbers for U235  and .about 20 

mass numbers for Pu239 . The kinetic energy spectrum of a particles in, fission 

has a most probable energy of about 15 Mev, and the separation energy for an 

24 
particle from a symmetric fission fragment would be expected to be about 7 Mev. 

Thus if a-particle emission is to completely explain the 20- to 30-Mev kinetic 

energy deficit of the near-symmetric fission products, a emission must accompany 

almost every symmetric fission.event. For slightly asymmetric fission thefission 

yields increase very rapidly. and the probability for a emission must decrease. 

A correlation of the photographic-emulsion .measurements of track length in 

25  those events accompanied by a emission has been prepared by Dr. Swiatecki as 
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Fig. 1. Correlation (by Dr. W. Swiatecki) of the 
lengths of dense tracks reported in reference 24 from 
fission of U235  accompanied by a-particle emission. 
The abscissa is the ratio of the length of one dense 
track, L1 , to the sum.of thelengths-of the two dense 
tracks, L1+L 2 . The arrow oorresponds to the_range 
In Al of the median light or heavy fragment RL  or 

Rj1  over the sum of the ranges of median light and 
+ RH; The bar gives an estimate heavy fragments RL  

of the width at half the maximum of the distribution 

of RL/RL+R&in u235 fission. In this plot symme-
try about L31(Li+L2) = 1/2 is required. 
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shown in Fig. 17. The number of events is p1ottedagáinst the ratoof the 

length of one dense track (L 1 ) to the sum of the lengths of the two dense 

tracks (L1+L2 ). In this plot symmetry about anL1/(L1+L2 ) of 1/2 is re.quired, 

and each measured.event appears twice. If a emission was equally probable for 

all the fission events the peaks of this histogram should correspond to the track 

lengths of median lIght and heavy fission products. The poor resolution of the 

track-length measurements should result in an excess of .LI/(LJi+L) ratios both 

less than  and .gieater than that corresponding to median light and heavy 

products. If it is assumed that the track length in emulsion is proportion.1 

to .the range in Al, the arrow corresponds to the L 1/.(L1+L2 ) of. median light and 

heavy fission products. . Apparently there is an enhanced probability for tracks 

of more nearly equal length than the ranges of median light and heavy products. 

This coxrelation seems to suggest a high probability of a emission for symmetric 

fission. If.a maximum probability for a.emis,sion,occurs for symmetric fission, 

it is not necessary that Fig. 17 show a maximum for .L 1/(L1+L2 ) = 1/2. The 

observations in Fig. 17 depend on fission yield.a.s well as probability for a 

emission. 

A similar study of a-particle emission in the spontaneous fission of .Cf25 

Dr,s, 	 V  
has been carried out byALuis  Muga and Stanly G. Thompson .(I !awrence Radiafi on 

Laboratory) using photographic emulsions. A more complete discussion of all the 

experiments pertinent to this question is being prepared by these workers. 21  

The experimental information is certainly very meager, iand. .no.idefiñite con-

elusion can be drawn. More detailed experimental investigations of this subject 

are required to test the validity of these suggstions. 
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The equations used to analyze the. experimental observations are presented 

in this section. First we .derive a.simple relationship, Eq. (i), .for calculat-

ing the range from experiments in which the catcher foils are of t.he same 

material Then we consider the situation in which catcher foils of different 

materials are used. The different scatterin.g properties of the two materials 

are i.nclüded.in  the derivation of Eqs. (5). and (6). 

Fr fission Induced by thermal-neutron irradiation the .fissil.e nucleus is 

essenta1ly at rest and the angular distribution is isotropic. Thus F, the 

fraction of the activity from .a thin target of thicknessW that gasses through 

a catcher of thickness .t, is given as 

Q 
W 	max 

	

Ft = 	f dx  f 	2itsin QdQ. 	 . 	(10) 

The symbol x denotes. the d..stance in the fissile target layer of the fission 

event from the surface of the catcher in question. The angle .G is defined by 

the normal to the target layer and the direction of recoil. The limit of 

integration Ga is determined.by the r.eBidual range R' of the product as it 

emerges from thetarget layer (see Fig. 18A): 

cos G max = t/Rt. 
	 (11) 

If the target layer is thin with re.speôt to the range of the product, we may 

dV 
apprpximate the rate of velocity loss in the target layer - 	as proportional 

to the rate of velocity loss in the catcher (): 

	

dV 	dY 

	

dx 	dR 
	 (2) 

ft. 
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Fig. 18. Vector diagram of the recoiling fission product. 
The X axis is chosen to be normal to the surface of 
the target layer. The X=t plane represents the 
interface between catcher 1 and catcher 2. If all 
catcher foils are of the same material, scattering 	 • 
phenomena need not be considered and the upper dia- 
gram (A) is appropriate [see Eqs. (10) and (ii)]. 

The lower diagram (B) indicates the recoil path 
of a particular product from an infinitely thin 
fissile layer in the YZ plane. The Z axis is chosen 
to be in the plane defineby the X axis andthe 
initial recoil direction p. The angle (p is defped 
by the XZ plane and the component of the range q 
perpendicular to the original recoil path. 
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The .syitho1.R refers to the range of the product in the material used as .a 

catcher foi1 

Now, we have .cos•Q = (t + cx)/R  
max 

and :F = 1/2 (1 - t/R - cW/2R), (.i) 

or :Ft = 1/2 (i 	tt/R),  

where t 1  = t + cW/2. (i) 

In this development ie have treated.R as ,a unique quantity. It is clear 

that if there is a distribution of R values the .averags vue of Ft  is the 

observed quantity and the use of Eq. (1) yields the average value of tbe 

reciprocal of the range. This staternentis dorrect only if all values of R 

are greater than t + cW or, for practical purposes, if .B t - cW is greater than 

the range straggling. 

If different materials are used as .catcher foils, differences in scattering 

properties may give rise to deviations from Eq. (1). The foregoing analysis 

does not take account of angular deflection. We .assme that the recoling 

product moves straight initially and suffers deflections as it approaches the 

•ed of the range, as shown in Fig• 18B, The vector p is the average component 

of range along the original direction of motion and q is the average component 

of the range perpendicular to the original direction of motion. Then we have 

(15) 

B = (p2 + q2)l/2 = p[l + (2]1/2 	 (16) 

The vector q may be directed with equal probability at all azimuthal angles 

cp.measured.with respect to the plane of p and the normal to the target layer 

(X,Z plane in Fig. 18B), 
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Let us consider an infinitely thin target layer on the YZ plane, and let 

A. 

Q be the angle between p and the normal to the YZ plane. Then for the fraction 

of the recoils that backscatter from one :catCh1' foil we have Q <it/2, but 

final valuas of.X are negative: 

Q. 
1 	it/2 	miii 

= 	J 	dcp f 	sin QdQ, 	 (17) 

wheie 
p cos 9 min = q cos Cp sin min 	

(18) 

after integration, 

—arc s.in 
() 	

•; 	

. 	 (19) 

If the catching materials are identical on either side of the target layer, 

then the net fraction backscattered, Fb' is •zero, but if the materials differ 

as designatedby subscripts, then we have 

b2 	[±- .().]. 	 (8) 

If we assume that the range-energy relationships in rte:ria1s I and .j are 

simply proportional to each other, we can derive a relationship for the fraction 

of the activity, jF,, that passes  through a thickness t. of material i (with 

t> q.) into .a catcher of material j: 

3. .= 	-(-): +S. 	BS . 	 (20) 
ji 	2 	 j 2pi 	1 	j i 

The symbol .FS. denotes the fraction of the recoils that are forescattered 

from material .i into material j, and BS. designates the fraction of the recoils 

backscattered from material j into material I: 

.FS. = 	f 	d 	. max 	sin Q d Q 	(21) 
3 1 	 cos(t/p). 
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where p. cos 9 max + q.Cos sin %ax =t 	 (22) 

Thus 	 ( 	[1  -- 	+ 	
()i 

- _ ( 11 + . . 	+ . . 	 ( 23) 

In order to obtain- •BS.,Eq. (22) is replaced by 

	

cos 9 min .-• q
j 
 cos I sin9 .= ti) 	(24) 

where a.is t./p. .cos .. and .p. is the :componnt of the residual range in 

material j parallel to the origial velocity. To a good .apprpximation 

(ap.+p.) can be replaced by p. because we are concerned only with those 

recoils which penetrate.a very short distance into material j and are then 

scatteredback into.materiali. Thus -.B6 can beOhtainedby replacing qi 

in Eq. (23)by -q.: 

Fl + . .] + ..... 	( 24) 

1 1 t 	1 	i q]  r 	2 	t4 	 1 
ici..2 	q.2] 

+ . (h.). 	
+ () j + .•. . 	

( 25)  

Iñ.order to correct for a thin target layer in Eqs. (22)-(25), t is 

replaced by t' from Eq. (11). If qi .= q.Eq. (25) reduced to Eq(l), and if 

>> q., then Eq. (25) reduces to Eq. (6). 
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